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WASHINGTON: US industrial produc-
tion fell for a fifth straight month in April
due in part to a further decline in oil and
gas drilling, painting a lackluster picture
of economic growth in the second quar-
ter. The economy’s struggle to pick up
steam after a dismal first quarter was
underscored by other data on Friday
showing a sharp drop in consumer con-
fidence in early May and only a mild
rebound in factory activity in New York
state. Coming on the heels of weak retail
sales and producer inflation data this
week, Friday’s reports suggest the
Federal Reserve will probably not raise
interest rates anytime soon.

“It means in the next month or so we
are unlikely to see a massive rebound in
growth momentum. These are not the
numbers that would inspire confidence
in the Fed to tighten policy,” said Millan
Mulraine, deputy chief economist at TD
Securities in New York. Industrial output
slipped 0.3 percent after a revised 0.3
percent drop in March, the US central
bank said. Economists had forecast
industrial production edging up 0.1 per-
cent after a previously reported 0.6 per-
cent fall in March.

A plunge of 14.5 percent in oil and
gas well drilling pushed mining produc-
tion down 0.8 percent last month. It was
the fourth straight monthly decline in
mining output. Crude oil prices have
fallen by about 50 percent since last
June, resulting in a sharp drop in well
dril l ing activity. Companies l ike
Schlumberger, the world’s No. 1 oilfield
services provider, and Halliburton have
slashed their capital spending budgets
for this year. Caterpillar Inc has cut its
2015 profit outlook and warned that
lower oil prices would hurt its energy
equipment business.

“We see a further drop in mining
investment over the next few quarters
and are not convinced that business
investment ex-mining will be strong
enough to sufficiently offset this drag,”
said Michelle Meyer, a senior economist

at Bank of America Merrill Lynch in New
York. The economy was slammed earlier
in the year by bad weather, port disrup-
tions, the strong dollar and deep spend-
ing cuts by energy firms. The govern-
ment reported last month that GDP
expanded at a 0.2 percent annual pace
in the first quarter. But trade and inven-
tory data published after the GDP snap-
shot suggested the economy actually
contracted.

In a separate report yesterday, the
University of Michigan said its con-
sumer sentiment index fell to 88.6 early
this month from a reading of 95.9 in
April .  US stock indexes were l ittle
changed, while prices for longer-dated
US government bonds rose. The dollar
fell marginally against a basket of cur-
rencies.

Dollar Dampens Manufacturing
Last month, utilities production tum-

bled 1.3 percent, also contributing to
the weakness in industrial output.
Manufacturing production was
unchanged after gaining 0.3 percent in

March. Manufacturing, which accounts
for about 12 percent of the economy,
has been dampened by the strong dol-
lar. Even as the dollar rally fades, manu-
facturing is unlikely to rebound much
because of the challenges in the energy
sector.

In a separate report, the New York
Fed said its Empire State general busi-
ness conditions index rose to 3.09 in
May from -1.19 in April, which had been
the first negative read for the index
since December. Economists polled by
Reuters had expected the index to rise
to 5.0 this month. A reading above zero
indicates expansion. Manufacturing
output in April was restrained by a 0.9
percent drop in machinery production.
Industrial capacity use fell to 78.2 per-
cent last month, the lowest since
January of last year, from 78.6 percent
in March. Officials at the Fed tend to
look at capacity use as a signal of how
much “slack” remains in the economy
and how much room there is for growth
to accelerate before it becomes infla-
tionary. — Reuters 

US factory, consumer 
data darken outlook

NEW YORK: Traders work on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange yester-
day. — AFP 

TOKYO: A man walks by an electronic stock board of a
securities firm yesterday. — AP 

LONDON: Europe’s equities closed down yesterday, losing
steam after an early rally on the back of European Central
Bank chief Mario Draghi’s vow to continue its stimulus pro-
gram for “as long as needed” to stabilise prices. The mood of
investors turned sour in afternoon trading on continuing wor-
ries over Greece, and a new batch of discouraging consumer
data out of the US. London’s benchmark FTSE 100 index of
leading companies closed down 0.18 percent to 6,960.49
points.

In Paris, the CAC 40 dipped 0.71 percent to 4,993.82, while
Frankfurt’s DAX 30 lost 0.98 percent to 11,447.03 points com-
pared with the close on Thursday, when many traders were
away for a public holiday in both European capitals. Eurozone
bond markets meanwhile calmed following a steep sell-off in
recent weeks. Wall Street stocks dropped into the red with
news the University of Michigan’s US consumer sentiment
index plummeted to 88.6 in May, down from 95.9 in April.
That came on the heels of government data Wednesday
showing flat retail sales in April.

As a result the Dow Jones Industrial Average shed 0.07 per-
cent in late morning trades to 18,240.03 points, while tech-
rich Nasdaq Composite Index lost 0.12 percent to 5,044.89.
The S&P 500, by contrast, was up 1.08 percent at 2,121.1
points. The same discouraging news that inspired Wall
Street’s dip was also behind the reversal of European indices
from early gains to late losses.

Asian equities mostly advanced yesterday following a
healthy rally on Wall Street, while Tokyo was supported by a
weaker yen and Hong Kong enjoyed strong buying. Tokyo’s
Nikkei index climbed 0.83 percent and Sydney added 0.66
percent. Hong Kong rallied 1.96 percent on speculation
authorities will soon announce a tie-up between the city’s
index and Shenzhen’s, similar to that with Shanghai. On the
downside, Seoul fell 0.65 percent, while Shanghai shed 1.59
percent. 

“Big missteps in US Empire State manufacturing, industrial
production and preliminary UoM consumer sentiment all took
their toll on the markets this afternoon,” said Spreadex analyst
Connor Campbell. “Given its recent behaviour it was perhaps
too much to ask for the Eurozone to have a consistent, big-
swing-less, end to the week. The region punished those with
such lofty expectations this afternoon... after that flurry of
weak data from the US.”

“After a volatile week there was not quite the appetite for
taking on more risk going into the weekend, especially with
Greece seemingly days away from running out of cash,” con-
curred CMC Markets analyst Jasper Lawler. That downturn in
European contrasted earlier gains fuelled by Draghi’s stimulus
pledge. “After almost seven years of a debilitating sequence
of crises, firms and households are very hesitant to take on
economic risk,” said Draghi in a speech at an International
Monetary Fund forum. “For this reason quite some time is
needed before we can declare success, and our monetary pol-
icy stimulus will stay in place as long as needed for its objec-
tive to be fully achieved on a truly sustained basis,” he said.

With the economy and inflation recently picking up, there
has been speculation that the ECB would wind up early its
unprecedented 1.1 trillion euro ($1.3 trillion) asset-purchase
program, widely known as quantitative easing (QE). — AFP

European stocks
down despite

Draghi pledge

NEW YORK: Oil fell yesterday as renewed worries of a sup-
ply glut weighed on a market feared to be overpriced
from a recent rally. Gasoline and heating oil joined the
slide, pulling the petroleum complex lower, as analysts
and traders said the higher demand for such oil products
and drop in crude stockpiles lately weren’t enough to jus-
tify total inventory numbers. Futures of North Sea Brent oil
are up nearly 20 percent since the end of March, while US
crude has risen almost 30 percent, a rebound that appears
to have overshot and could be about to correct.

“A mood change is in the air,” Eugen Weinberg, global
head of oil and commodities research at Commerzbank in
Frankfurt, told the Reuters Global Oil Forum. “The oil price
rally looks like it may be slowly running of steam.” US
crude was down 48 cents at $59.40 a barrel by 10:53 am
EDT (1453 GMT), having fallen more than $1 earlier as a
stronger dollar pulled down commodities denominated in
the currency, such as oil. For the week, though, U.S. crude
was on track to a ninth straight week of gains. Brent was
down 25 cents at $65.45 a barrel, also dropping more than
$1 earlier in the session. — Reuters 

Oil falls on 
glut worries LONDON: Gold held near three-month highs yesterday, heading

for its biggest weekly gain since mid-January, as soft US consumer
sentiment data weighed on the dollar and further diminished
expectations for a near-term rise in US interest rates. The dollar
eased against the euro in the wake of the report, allowing gold to
extend a three-day rally that took prices to their highest since mid-
February on Thursday at $1,227.04. Spot gold was up 0.2 percent at
$1,223.76 an ounce at 1434 GMT, while US gold futures for June
delivery were down $1.50 an ounce at $1,223.70. Prices are up 3
percent this week.

Recent economic reports have supported market expectations
that the economy is not strong enough for the Fed to start raising
record-low rates from June. Data released yesterday showed US
consumer sentiment fell more than expected this month, though
an earlier report showed manufacturing activity growth in New
York State accelerated in May after weakening for three consecu-
tive months.

“If the data remains soft in the United States, this rally has poten-
tial,” Commerzbank analyst Eugen Weinberg said. “When data is
more on the soft side, the market will be looking for indications on
when the Fed will be raising interest rates. Sentiment recently on gold
has been very weak,” he added.  “Outstanding net length of specula-
tors has been extremely low, so I wouldn’t be surprised to see them
adding to positions over the next days and weeks.” — Reuters 

Gold steadies near 
three-month high 


